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Purpose:
With the increased trend towards including partially parallel imaging (PPI) in clinical MRI protocols an
accurate and simple determination of image quality metrics associated with PPI are imperative to optimize
clinical images. The spatially varying noise inherent in PPI (1) makes accurate measurement of Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) difficult. This study focuses specifically on the ability of four standard methods of SNR
measurements to represent true SNR. The four methods of SNR measurement were selected based on the fact
that they do not require access to raw data or information not readily available to the average Medical Physicist
during a yearly quality control survey. The study seeks to determine which of these methods adheres best to the
theory that (1):
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Where R is the acceleration factor and g is the geometry factor, which is also called the coil-dependent noise
amplification factor.

Methods and Materials:
A spherical phantom provided by the manufacturer was used in all of the scans, which were performed using a
3T MRI system (TIM Trio, Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern PA ). Diffusion-weighted echo-planar images
(EPI), Fast Spin Echo (FSE) and balanced steady state free precession (TruFISP) sequences were acquired using
an 8-channel thoracic array. Each image set adhered as closely as possible to the following parameters: TE=25
ms, TR= 500 ms, FOV= 280 mm, BW=296
Hz/pixel, 256x256 matrix size. Each set consisted
of five slices and two data sets were taken within
30 seconds of each other, in order to meet
requirements for all SNR analysis techniques, this
resulted in 10 slices for each unique protocol.
Image data for each sequence were taken without
parallel methods and then with a k-space PPI
method (GRAPPA) and an image-based PPI
method (mSENSE) using acceleration factors:
R=2, R=3 and R=4 following the same protocol
described above. Additionally all protocols were
taken with the phase encode oriented in both the
horizontal and vertical directions and a set of
images with the RF voltage set to 0 were taken.
Four methods of SNR analysis were investigated.
All the methods used the same value for signal
which was found by measuring the average value
inside an ROI that encompassed 75% of the signal producing phantom volume. Noise was measured differently
in each of the four methods: N1) the two sets of images were subtracted and the standard deviation (SD) of the
same ROI used in the original image was used as the noise. N2) The same ROI volume described above was
used but the SD was taken from the 0 voltage image. N4) Four rectangular ROIs with an areas adding to 1000
pixels was drawn outside of the image and artifact area. The SD/0.66 of this ROI was used as the noise (2).
ACR) This method used four square ROIs in the non-signal, non-artifact background region adding to at least
50 pixels of which the SD was taken as the noise (3). The SNR was calculated for each of the ten slices in each
unique protocol and averaged to provide a single SNR measurement for each pulse sequence at each R-value for
each PPI technique and phase encode orientation. The normalized SNR vs. √R was then graphed (see graph 1
and 2 for examples) for each pulse sequence, PPI technique and phase encode direction resulting in four

Figure 1: This figure displays the placement of ROI’s (seen in white)
for all of the individual SNR measurements taken. Images shown are
the 3rd slice of an EPI Sequence mSENSE R=3 with phase encode
oriented vertically.
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separate graphs per pulse sequence. Image results were analyzed to determine the average g-factor for each
method of SNR calculation and PPI reconstruction method.

Results:
Following a linear least squares fit of our SNR calculation should maintain a g-factor > 1 by rearranging [1], 
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The average g-factor for each method across all protocols can be seen in Table 1.The only method that

maintained a g-factor of greater than
one in each one of our protocols was
method N1 (image subtraction
method). The mean g-factor for this
method was 4.85 with a SD=+/-2.4
for mSENSE reconstruction and 4
with a SD= +/-2.4 with GRAPPA

reconstruction. The g-factor for method N1 ranged from 2.27 to 8.65. The only other SNR measurement
method with a g-factor over 1 was method N4 and this only occurred in the TRUFisp protocol with an average
over all protocols of 0.48 with a SD=+/-0.67. Additionally, based on (4) our g-factors for method N1 seem
reasonable.

Conclusion:
Of the four methods tested, the method of SNR measurement adhering closest to theory in parallel imaging is
the image subtraction technique described by NEMA(2). The data for N2 (the subtraction method) followed the
theory that the g-factor should be greater than 1 and also when viewing the graphical data it is clear that this
method is the only method that consistently demonstrates a drop in SNR with an increasing R value. It is
recommended for a simple and accurate measurement of SNR for protocol comparison in images where PPI is
used that this method be implemented. This is a significant finding since the current standard in use by a
majority of Medical Physicist’s is that defined by ACR which did not provide accurate SNR measurements for
the sequences used in this study involving PPI.
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Graph 1: How R-Value compares to SNR for various SNR
measurements with k-space based PPI

Graph 2: How R-Value compares to SNR for various SNR
measurements with image based PPI
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SNR measurement method
N1 N2 N4 ACR

mSENSE 4.85 ± 2.4 0.63 ± 0.2 0.88 ± 0.6 0.42 ± 0.2
GRAPPA 4 ± 2.4 -0.36 ± 0.1 0.09 ± 0.6 -0.1 ± 0.4

Table 1: Average g-factors, mean ± SD


